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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to find out how the form of applying mnemonic learning in increasing Arabic vocabulary in early childhood at RA Darussalam, Prasi, Gading. This research used a qualitative approach with a type of field research. The data sources were obtained through 2 research instruments, namely observation, interviews, and documentation with 5 informants (principals, homeroom teachers for classes A and B, and 2 student guardians). The data analysis technique used the Miles and Huberman Interactive Model with data reduction activities, data presentation, and drawing conclusions. Data validity with source and technique triangulation process. Learning Arabic using the mnemonic method as an effort to increase students' Arabic vocabulary was accomplished by several activities. Among them were the introduction of hijaiyah letters and their punctuation, choosing material sources according to student needs, recognizing and repeating the rhythm of the song, providing learning concepts with mind maps, and reflecting on learning experiences into new knowledge for students. This mnemonic learning became a remembering strategy for students by involving the right brain so that information will be stored longer and easier to recall when needed because it is stored in long-term memory.
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Introduction
Language as a means of communication and social interaction was important in a child's life. Through language, the children can each other related mutually share experiences and also can increase their intellectual child (Janebi et al., 2020). Language covers every means of communication by symbolizing thought and feeling to convey meaning to others (Seo, 2021). The ability to use good language capable of developing intellectual, social, and emotional participants educate on can finally support success in the study (Andarwulan et al., 2019).

Early childhood was called the golden age, where the child's brain was the main factor in forming intelligence. During this period, children become sensitive or easily stimulated by the aspects that are in the environment (Novitasari, 2018). The thing that becomes a crisis for child development is language. The language will make it the easy child to mingle, communicate, and adapt themselves to the environment (Ulfah et al., 2019). Mastered
language child depends on the language used by people in surrounding and the environment where a child is (Ramadhan, 2019).

The Muslim environment certainly made Arabic a language that must be mastered by children, especially in carrying out daily worship. However, a factor inhibiting learning the language Arab was low parental motivation to educate or plant elements of Arabic in their children. It was proven by the level of response the child moment accepted lesson vocabulary (Zurqoni et al., 2020). In fact, Arabic has an important role for Muslims around the world. This is because Arabic is the language of the Qur'an, and it is only fitting for Muslims to master it (Munawwarah & Habana, 2022). Arabic will make it easy for somebody to learn Islamic teachings and become key for understanding teachings in a correct manner (Rosmayanti & Kosim, 2018).

In connection with current language development, the problem that often occurs in kindergarten/KB was that children still experience difficulties in learning and recognizing Arabic and its meaning. It because there are several things that cause these problems, namely children who are not good at pronouncing hijaiyah words/letters; in language learning, teachers tend to think of themselves as a source of knowledge; the methods used are still conventional and less varied in applying learning methods. So, schools were an alternative in introducing Arabic vocabulary to children with learning methods that are appropriate to the child's developmental level (Fauziddin & Fikriya, 2020).

Since 2018, Darussalam Prasi Kindergarten Initiative, Gading has developed children's interest and motivation in increasing Arabic vocabulary by conducting mnemonic learning. As a basis for children's knowledge of Islamic teachings, from this school, this school instills a love for Arabic. Starting from reading and writing to memorizing Arabic vocabulary. It was not impossible that Arabic, which was a foreign language, was mastered by pre-school children. It was just that the selection and use of learning methods must be adjusted to the needs, expectations, and comfort of children in learning. So the mnemonic learning method was chosen as an introduction for children to channel their cognitive abilities to know more about Arabic vocabulary.

Learning was not something characteristic of activity that was spontaneous and stagnant. However, he is a dynamic, creative, innovative, and progressive. During this activity, learning a language Arab is still considered monotone in child age early, so interest in studying child age early to language Arab belongs low. However, this was refuted by the effort and reality that occurred at Darussalam Prasi Kindergarten, Gading. The mnemonic learning method makes Arabic a necessity so that it has the same position as other language lessons. This method directs children to be able to practice their cognitive and psychomotor activity in presenting their knowledge of Arabic vocabulary. Of course, this mnemonic method includes several study techniques that aid in its effective implementation.

These devices helped focus attention on what is to be learned and facilitate its blocking and retrieval from long-term memory. Mnemonic strategies turn learned information into more meaningful ones by making connections between information and prior knowledge (Kayaaltt, 2018). The Mnemonic Learning method can help students to test their brain's ability to connect words, ideas using songs so that they are more creative and innovative. This facilitates the memory of students in memorizing a material with an expression or formula (Jones et al., 2021).

According to research from Sa'adah & Hayati (2022) explained that was easier for students to remember material for a long time without feeling pressured and bored because of the songs, acronyms, and mind maps used in the mnemonic learning method. While Baharun (2018) in his research mentioned learning nahwu and horror with approach mnemonic learning at Marhalah Tamhidiyah Mahad Aly Nurul Jadid Paiton Probolinggo done through ; Provision learning materials, use rhythm song For make it easy And remember submitted material by asatidz and as Tirzah, manufacture acronym, image link via keywords and concept maps. Other research was also conducted by Purnamasari (2018), who argued that mnemonics
are learning strategies in encoding information so that it can be stored in long-term memory properly and facilitates the process of retrieving information. These three studies showed that the concept of mnemonic studies can be an easy strategy alternative for students who have long-term memory. This research indicated that the mnemonic method also functions as a uniting of special places or objects to remember and memorize the means and placement of words that involve places as visual memories.

Some of the studies above indicate that mnemonic learning has been carried out as an effort to improve and develop students' memory of a material. In contrast to previous research concepts, this study will examine the relevance of learning mnemonics as an effort to improve the ability of early childhood to recognize and enrich their Arabic vocabulary. The previous research above also shows that studies were conducted only on adolescent children/students. In contrast to this, making this research a novelty which can illustrate that mnemonic learning methods can also be used for early childhood. This is considered interesting because the mnemonic learning method can raise the role of Arabic as an international language that is important for the children of the Islamic generation to learn.

Based on the phenomena and problems that occur, studies are needed that contain suitable solutions or alternatives related to learning in early childhood so that Arabic vocabulary in early childhood can be developed. Of course, the focus and purpose of this research will be to examine the form of applying the mnemonic learning method as an effort to increase Arabic vocabulary for early childhood. So from it, the researcher is interested in doing a study about Mnemonic Learning in Increasing Arabic Vocabulary in Children Age Early.

Methodology

This study used a qualitative approach by type field research. The goal for dig and deepen objects and social matter. This was object scope education in a manner intact And thorough so that it can produce a study organized science. This study focused on the application of the mnemonic method in learning to improve children's Arabic vocabulary at Darussalam Kindergarten. The location of this research was on Jl. Asam Koong, Prasi, Gading, Probolinggo. As for the data collection technique, this study with 3 instruments, that is observation, interview and documentation. The source person in this study amounted to 5 informants consisting of the head school, guardian class A and B And 2 guardians of Darussalam Kindergarten. Technique data analysis using the Miles and Huberman Interactive Model with activities data reduction, presentation of data, and conclusion. Data reduction was a continuous stage as the research implementation progressed. Intended to further sharpen, classify, direct, discard data not needed and organize it. Data Presentation was a set of structured information that gived the possibility of existence, drawing conclusions, and taking action. By looking closely at the presentation of the data, researchers easier to understand what happened and what to do. data form presented can be in the form of charts, brief descriptions, graphs, charts or tables. Drawing Conclusions/Verification, based on the data that has been reduced and presented, the researcher draws the following conclusions supported by strong evidence at the data collection stage. The conclusion was the answer to the formulation of problems and questions that have been expressed by researchers since the beginning. The validity of the data with the triangulation process source and technique.

Results and Discussion

Of course, learning a new language always requires a lot of effort and enough time. Learning a new or foreign language is also not a spontaneous step because there is a process and progress in it (Hassan, 2019). Arabic, for example, is a foreign language for Indonesian citizens. There is no exception for children who are at pre-school age who have emotional, moral, and language instability. However, early childhood tends to have great curiosity within themselves, are in a period of potential, are active, and have broad imagination (Shariq, 2020).
This is what drives them to be able to develop themselves and demands that the people closest to them be involved in the development process (Shobirin & Hilmi, 2021).

The presence of Darussalam Kindergarten, which is one of the educational units that focuses on students (student-centred), is presented by various creative-innovative learning patterns and concepts. Apparently, this early childhood education institution also upholds the value of educating and instilling the values of love for Islam from an early age. So that in its application, students are encouraged to increase their Arabic vocabulary from an early age. In order to examine the process of implementing this mnemonic learning method, the following describes the concept of its application.

Figure 1. Darussalam Kindergarten Mnemonic Learning Concept

The picture above explains that the mnemonic learning process is arranged in a systematic and directed manner so that it makes it easier for the teacher to achieve the learning objectives properly. The concept of learning this mnemonic emphasizes the mastery of reading hijaiyah letters and punctuation as the basis for increasing students' Arabic vocabulary. Furthermore, the teacher selects and provides appropriate and interesting material sources that students can use. Then the teacher introduces and invites the concept of learning Arabic vocabulary by repeating the rhythm that has been exemplified by the teacher. And finally, the teacher provides techniques for measuring students' understanding of material with mind mapping and learning reflection for students both in writing and orally. In order to clarify the process of the mnemonic learning concept above, the following description is presented.

Introduction to Hijaiyah Letters and Punctuation

The first and most basic thing in the process of increasing pre-school students' Arabic vocabulary is by introducing and facilitating aspects of reading hijaiyah letters and their punctuation (Apriyanti et al., 2020). A statement from the homeroom teacher of class A (nurse. Nur Jumaiyah Hasanah) emphasized that without the ability to read, it will be difficult for children to recognize vocabulary and even memorize it for a long time. So that it is important for the teacher to pay attention to the basic ability to read the Koran for children.

The strategic effort prepared by the teacher is to introduce hijaiyah letters with teaching aids and educational media. The teaching aids and learning media prepared by the teacher are made of square-shaped origami paper with different colours. The learning process begins with the teacher sticking all the paper containing hijaiyah letters on the blackboard so that all students can pay attention to how the teacher reads and pronounces properly.
Because the majority of students in RA Darussalam already have a base of understanding of various hijaiyah letters from home, it makes it easier for teachers to continue developing students' reading ability with punctuation or movement. Harakat is used on hijaiyah letters to make it easier to read Arabic letters. The movement has a role in determining the sound of each letter, like vowels in the alphabet. Here are various punctuation marks for hijaiyah vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Latin letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Fathah</td>
<td>Ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Kasrakah</td>
<td>Il</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Dammah</td>
<td>Uh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Fathatain</td>
<td>An</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Kasratain</td>
<td>In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Dammatain</td>
<td>Un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Sukun</td>
<td>Vowels are read long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦</td>
<td>Tasydid</td>
<td>Vowels are read twice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The punctuation marks above serve as a guideline for reading the beginning of students' Arabic vocabulary. So that the presence of vowels makes a collection of hijaiyah letters into a meaningful vocabulary. The teacher's process teaches the use and how to read vowel signs in hijaiyah letters by juxtaposing each punctuation mark in each hijaiyah letter. This process will make students know the reading sound of each letter based on the punctuation used. In the following, an example of the application of the teacher introduces how to read a vocabulary with punctuation marks to students.

The picture above illustrates the process of combining hijaiyah letters with punctuation which can produce a meaningful or meaningful vocabulary. As in the word "والد" (waladun), which means child, "صحن" (shown in) means plate, and "مدرس" (mudarrisun) means teacher. From
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students' understanding of how to read at the beginning, this has become the basis and foundation for students to be able and easy to know more Arabic vocabulary.

Mnemonics are a person's ability to associate words or ideas with an image. The essence of the mnemonic model was imagination which is a process of forming visual cues. For example, visualizing thoughts about an object, event and presenting how information related to new learning can be stored in brain memory (Kayaalti, 2018). This learning model is an association which is interpreted as a link in the memory of a person or other item, namely a process of forming a relationship between ideas, memories or activities (Liao et al., 2019).

Selection of Student Material Resources

In the next step, the teacher prepared and selected material as a learning resource for students to get to know and broaden their horizons regarding Arabic vocabulary (Daud et al., 2021). Boon & Rux (2019), in their research, explained that, in general, a child will learn vocabulary more easily and quickly if it is supported by media in the form of pictures. Because by using props, the word immediately has meaning when accompanied by a picture. So Jones et al. (2021) stated that in learning Arabic for children, especially for spoken language, it is necessary for students to be shown the context of words in a simple sentence so that the words are not separated and the meaning is not clear. The fact showed that if it was presented in a learning context, it would take place more concretely and smoothly because students have a complete understanding.

Darussalam Kindergarten took the initiative to select the Extraordinary Dictionary as a student learning resource. This book is bilingual based, consisting of Arabic for its vocabulary and Indonesian for its meaning. So that in their understanding, students not only recognize Arabic vocabulary but also strengthen their understanding of Indonesian vocabulary as their daily language.

![Figure 3. Display of the Book of the Extraordinary Dictionary](image)

As stated by Mrs. Kartini, the principal of Darussalam Kindergarten, emphasized that the function of learning resources is not only focused as a learning resource for certain subjects. However, students were directed to get to know learning materials that cover various languages at one time. This will streamline their time and retain their memory and reason quickly.

The material contained in the Extraordinary Dictionary includes family members, school members, cutlery, toiletries, and professions. The material taught must be relevant to the educational level of early childhood students. Then each material should then be used for daily activities.

Recognize and Repeat with Rhythm

The next stage was the teacher demonstrating the pronunciation of vocabulary with a distinctive song rhythm with a tempo that is not too fast or too slow. The rhythm used will be a means of arousing interest, motivation and direction of student learning towards Arabic
vocabulary. Initially, the teacher will demonstrate orally to students how to pronounce vocabulary with a rhythm which the students will then follow. The teacher instructed students to raise their voices (not shout) when reciting vocabulary material. So that it can be detected the activeness and involvement of students in the learning process.

In order to reinforce understanding of vocabulary, maintain the rhythm of the song, and sharpen students' memories of vocabulary and its meaning by recommending repeating the reading at least 3 times after the teacher's pronunciation. Then the routine of repeating material reading is also carried out at least seven minutes before the first hour on Monday and Thursday, which is the schedule for Arabic material. This will underlie students' understanding and memory of vocabulary to be maintained for a longer time.

Apart from that, according to Mrs Maryamah Husein, the homeroom teacher for class B, students are also directed to be able to interact by linking the lyrics to reading material with their friends. Not to compare abilities between students but for the teacher to identify abilities and to train students' reasoning power and analytical power in Arabic vocabulary. Identification of students' cognitive abilities and exercises is also applied to see the needs and difficulties that occur in students.

**Mind Mapping with Verbal-Visual**

Mind Mapping is an extraordinary system for storing, retrieving data and accessing a giant library that actually exists in the amazing human brain (Ningsih et al., 2020). Mind mapping or mind maps utilize visual concepts to produce a form of creativity (Suprihatin & Hariyadi, 2021). Ms. Hananiyah, one of the student's guardians, revealed that there are several uses of the mind mapping media provided by the teacher, which can see the big picture of an idea so that it can help the brain work on the idea. Besides that, it can accelerate and add to students' understanding during the learning process. So that this mind-mapping media is very suitable to assist teachers in influencing students' critical thinking skills in mastering Arabic vocabulary.

This mind mapping media has a mind map concept that emphasizes students to think, and later each sub-topic is made pictorial, striped and even coloured with various attractive and prominent colours so that it is easier for the brain to remember learning material. So that this mind-mapping media is very suitable to assist teachers in having a positive influence on students' critical thinking skills in increasing their Arabic vocabulary (Cantona & Sudarma, 2020). This is in line with the opinion of Mrs Jannatul Firdaus, stating that mind mapping uses lines, colours, characters, numbers, symbols and images to remember and think about information quickly.

![Figure 3. Example of Mind Mapping Questions for Family Members](image-url)

Mind mapping was used to sharpen and strengthen students' understanding and memory of Arabic vocabulary. There were two ways to use mind mapping. First, the teacher made a concept map on the blackboard according to the topic of the material, and then
students togethered or individually submit answers to the questions posed by the teacher. This can be the teacher pointing at pictures or writing that must be submitted in Arabic from these pictures by students. Second, the teacher gave homework to students to make mind maps independently according to their understanding and abilities. This task leads students to be able to review learning material obtained while at school with their parents.

Fasih & Izadpanah (2018) argued that mnemonic models are used to help make it easier for a student to remember information by making it more meaningful by connecting with a word or picture. Purnamasari (2018) changed this information with mnemonic learning to become more interesting so that the information received is more meaningful. Creating a fun and comfortable learning atmosphere can make it easy for students to absorb learning material.

**Learning Reflection**

Learning reflection is a learning activity that requires students to provide verbal and written feedback to the teacher (Perrotta & Bohan, 2019). Reflection can also be interpreted as an act of rational reason in constructing information data obtained from experience into new knowledge (Supriyadi & Julia, 2019). According to Mrs. Nur Jumaiyah Hasanah (homeroom teacher for class A), reflection meant moving backwards to reflect on what has happened and was done. This activity was something that must be done consciously and planned. This was necessary so that students are able to update their knowledge and broaden their horizons.

The efforts of the teachers in reflecting on student learning were by conducting formative and summative evaluations. The formative evaluation was carried out by the teacher directly before the end of learning Arabic. The teacher carries out this evaluation by proposing an Arabic vocabulary, and students must express the meaning correctly. Or the teacher proposes Indonesian vocabulary according to the topic of the day's material, and students mention their Arabic vocabulary. While the summative evaluation was carried out at the turn of the month. Every month students were given questions by mentioning Arabic vocabulary and its meaning orally from the pictures the teacher has posted on the blackboard for at least seven vocabularies in each material topic. This activity was a student's individual reflection on experience and vocabulary knowledge. It carried out every month to always anticipate the memory and sharpness of students' understanding of the material that has been studied.

Wang (2020) expressed his opinion that vocabulary is a collection of words that are used, understood. Vocabulary is not only a symbol of an idea but is a part of how to develop language skills in the target language. When someone wants to communicate using a foreign language, they must first understand the vocabulary that will be used. The opinion of Radović & Manzey (2019) conveyed that the right way to teach vocabulary includes asking students to read, listen to audio, see or hear the vocabulary being demonstrated by the teacher. When a teacher asks students to read the vocabulary, the goal is for students to understand the vocabulary when it is used in a sentence context. Activities that can be given to students include matching (matching) vocabulary with its meaning. So that this mnemonic learning model uses an expository learning strategy that emphasizes the process of delivering material verbally from the teacher to students with the aim of facilitating students in mastering the material presented.

**Conclusion**

Learning Arabic using the mnemonic method as an effort to increase students' Arabic vocabulary has accomplished by several activities. Among them were the introduction of hijaiyah letters and their punctuation, choosing material sources according to student needs, recognizing and repeating the rhythm of the song, providing learning concepts with mind maps, and reflecting on learning experiences into new knowledge for students. This mnemonic
Mnemonic Learning becomes a remembering strategy for students by involving the right brain so that information will be stored longer and easier to recall when needed because it is stored in long-term memory.
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